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Methods: Ninety-five patients with T2DM suspected of cognitive impairment, identified
through screening in primary care, underwent neuropsychological examination assessing
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five different domains. MCI or dementia were diagnosed using formal criteria.
Results: Forty-seven participants (49%) had impairment on at least one domain, most often
involving memory (30%), information processing speed (22%) and visuoperception and
construction (22%). Of these 47 people, 29 (62%) had multi-domain impairment. Of the 47
participants with objective impairment, 36 (77%) met criteria for MCI, three (6%) for
dementia and eight (17%) met neither diagnosis, mostly because these patients did not
complain about acquired dysfunction.
Conclusions: This study shows that the clinical diagnostic evaluation of cognitive
impairment in patients with T2DM should take into account that multiple domains can
be affected and that not all patients with objective cognitive impairment fulfill criteria
for MCI or dementia.
Ó 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.

Introduction

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is associated with cognitive
dysfunction. This includes subtle cognitive changes, also
referred to as diabetes-associated cognitive decrements, as
well as an increased risk of severe cognitive dysfunction,
including mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia
[1,2]. It is well established that diabetes-associated cognitive
decrements involve the domains memory, information processing speed, and attention and executive functioning [1,3].
It cannot be taken for granted, however, that for more severe
stages of cognitive dysfunction the patterns of affected
domains are the same. According to current insights, subtle
diabetes-associated cognitive decrements and more severe
cognitive dysfunction do not necessarily represent a continuum, as different age groups are affected, with different prognoses, and different underlying processes may be involved
[4,5]. Thus far, it is uncertain which domains are primarily
affected in patients with T2DM and severe cognitive dysfunction. In addition, it is unknown which proportion of patients
with T2DM and objective cognitive impairment meet formal
criteria for MCI or dementia. Identification of affected cognitive domains and evaluation of the applicability of diagnostic
constructs such as MCI or dementia are important to establish an accurate diagnosis in patients with T2DM and cognitive impairment.
Accurate recognition and diagnosis of cognitive impairment is particularly important in patients with diabetes,
because (unrecognized) cognitive impairment is associated
with worse health and treatment outcomes [6,7]. Hence,
recent guidelines recommend caregivers to be vigilant in
detecting cognitive impairment in patient with diabetes [6,7].
In the present study, we investigated a population-based
cohort of elderly people with T2DM suspected for cognitive
impairment, identified through cognitive screening in a primary care setting. The aim was to assess which cognitive
domains were primarily affected in patients with formal cognitive impairment. We also determined if all individuals with
T2DM and cognitive impairment are captured by formal criteria for MCI and dementia.

2.

Subjects, materials and methods

2.1.

Study population

Patients were derived from the Cognitive Impairment in
Diabetes (Cog-ID) study. The design and main results of the
Cog-ID study have been described previously [8,9]. Briefly,
the Cog-ID aimed to evaluate the ability of the Test Your
Memory (TYM) and Self-Administered Gerocognitive Examination (SAGE) to detect undiagnosed cognitive impairment
in people with T2DM in primary care, using a full evaluation
at a memory clinic as reference standard. 228 people aged
70 years with T2DM were recruited from primary care.
Exclusion criteria were: diagnosis of dementia, previous
investigation at a memory clinic, and inability to write or
read. At first patients filled out two self-administered cognitive tests, the Test Your Memory (TYM) and the SelfAdministered Gerocognitive Examination (SAGE). The TYM
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is a self-administered test consisting of 10 sub-tasks, including orientation, ability to copy a sentence, semantic knowledge, calculation, verbal fluency, similarities, naming,
visuospatial abilities, and recall of a copied sentence. The
ability to complete the test without help represents an 11th
task. The maximum score is 50 points. A score of 39 is suggestive of dementia [10]. The SAGE questionnaire is a selfadministered test, which examines orientation, language,
memory, executive function, calculation, abstraction and
visuospatial abilities. The maximum score is 22 points. A
score of 14 is suggestive of dementia [11]. The Cog-ID main
study revealed that the TYM and SAGE are appropriate
screening tools to detect undiagnosed cognitive impairment
in patients with T2DM in primary care [9]. It has been previously established that the TYM and the SAGE measure a
broader range of cognitive domains than the Mini-Mental
Stage Examination (MMSE), and may be more sensitive in
detecting cognitive impairment [10–12].
Secondly, a general practitioner, blinded to the test scores,
performed a structured evaluation including the MMSE. The
MMSE consists of 11 tasks including the domains orientation
in time and space, registration of three words, concentration
and calculation, word recall, language and visuospatial abilities. The maximum score is 30 points. A score of 24 points
is suggestive of dementia [13]. Subsequently, patients suspected of cognitive impairment (i.e. screen positives; based
on an abnormal score on either of the three cognitive tests
or based on the general practitioner’s clinical evaluation)
were invited for evaluation at a memory clinic, as well as a
random sample of patients not suspected of cognitive impairment (i.e. the screen negatives).
Of the 107 screen-positive participants, 95 underwent a
standardized memory clinic work-up and were included in
the present study. Of the twelve screen-positive participants
that did not attend the memory clinic, four declined the
memory clinic visit, three had comorbidities, two had personal circumstances, two found a memory clinic visit too burdensome, and one did not want to know the diagnosis at the
memory clinic.
A random sample of screen-negative participants comprised 32 patients, who underwent the same work-up. Of
these, 25 had no objective cognitive impairment at the memory clinic and served as a reference group for the present
study. The seven other screen-negative participants proved
to have cognitive impairment at the memory clinic, despite
the negative screening, and were therefore not included in
the reference group.

2.2.

Memory clinic evaluation

The memory clinic evaluation included an interview of cognitive complaints, an MMSE, a detailed neuropsychological
assessment and recording of education level. Education level
was divided into seven categories (scored according to
Verhage, 1964) according to the Dutch educational system
(1: did not finish primary school, 2: finished primary school,
3: did not finish secondary school, 4: finished secondary
school, low level, 5: finished secondary school, medium level,
6: finished secondary school, highest level, and/or college
degree, 7: university degree) [14].
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2.3.
Cognitive assessment: conventional theory-based
cognitive domain constructs
The neuropsychological workup included 16 tasks. Based on
standard neuropsychological practice and cognitive theory,
the tasks were divided into five conventional cognitive
domains: memory, information processing speed, attention
and executive functioning, visuoperception and construction,
and working memory [15]. The domain memory was assessed
by the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test - immediate recall,
delayed recall and recognition [16], and the Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test (ROCF) – delayed recall [17]. The domain
information processing speed was assessed by the Digit
Symbol-Coding (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test, 3rd ed.
(WAIS-III) [18], the Stroop Color-Word Test - 1 and 2 [19] and
the trail-making test (TMT) A [20]. The domain visuoconstruction was assessed by the ROCF – copy [21] and the Judgment of
Line Orientation (JLO) [22]. The domain attention and executive functioning was assessed by the letter fluency test - letter
A and N [23], the category fluency - animal naming [23], the
TMT B/A [20] and the Stroop Color Word Test 3/2 [19]. The
domain working memory was assessed by the WAIS-III Digit
span – sum of forward and backward [18]. We established
whether the participants had impairment on one or more of
these cognitive domains, compared to normative values.
Impairment on a domain was defined as a score <5th percentile on formal Dutch normative values in 50% of the
available tasks measuring that domain. The use of normative
values enabled us to compare cognitive functioning of the
diabetic participants with age, gender and education matched
healthy subjects from the general population.

cognitive test scores on all separate tasks of the screenpositive participants were adjusted for age, gender and level
of education of the reference group. These adjusted scores
were then standardized into z-scores, based on the means
and standard deviations of the test scores of the reference
group. The adjusted z-scores were entered into PAF. In addition, we assessed whether participants had impairment on
the factors yielded by PAF. Impairment on a factor was
defined as a score <5th percentile on normative values in
50% of the available tasks comprising that factor.

2.5.

It might be that the processes that affect cognitive functioning in patients with T2DM lead to a pattern of task deficits
that are not reflected in the aforementioned conventional
domain division. In order to explore if other patterns of
impairment would appear when test scores are re-clustered
into factors based on the actual performance on tasks, we
used a data-driven approach applying assumption-free principal axis factoring (PAF) [24,25]. PAF is a statistical approach
used to identify latent variables, or factors, that explain the
pattern of correlations within a set of observed independent
variables. PAF assumes that the factors are correlated, as is
the case with neuropsychological data. Variables for which
Pearson correlation coefficients (i.e. continuous data) can be
calculated are suitable for PAF. A correlation matrix is
calculated of variables consisting of multiple correlation coefficients. Subsequently, factors are extracted from the correlation matrix. With PAF it is possible to identify what the factors
represent conceptually. This method may unravel a specific
clustering of task deficits specific for patients with T2DM.
For PAF, the normative values could not be used. Instead,
we used the data of the reference group (i.e. 25 screennegative participants with no objective cognitive impairment
at the memory clinic) to calculate adjusted z-scores for each
test of the screen-positive participants. Specifically, the raw

Medical history and biometric measurements

Patients underwent an interview on clinical history and a
neurological examination. Blood pressure, body weight and
length were measured. Non-fasting HbA1c and cholesterol
levels were measured with standard laboratory testing.
Retinopathy was defined as self-report or a physician diagnosis. Neuropathy was defined as a score 6 on a modified version of the Toronto Clinical Neuropathy Scoring System
[26,27]. A patient was considered to have nephropathy in case
of an estimated glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min/1.73 m2
[28]. Hypertension was defined as a systolic pressure >140
mm Hg or a diastolic pressure >90 mm Hg or use of antihypertensive drugs primarily for hypertension. Hypercholesterolemia was defined as non-fasting cholesterol >6.2 mmol/L
or self-reported use of lipid lowering drugs. Clinical manifest
atherosclerotic non-cerebral arterial disease was defined as a
history of myocardial infarction or endovascular treatment of
carotid, coronal or peripheral arterial disease.

2.6.
2.4.
Cognitive assessment: data-driven principal axis
factoring with re-clustering of tasks into factors
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Diagnosis

Clinical diagnoses were made at a multidisciplinary teammeeting involving a neuropsychologist and neurologist, who
were blinded to the results of the primary care screening.
MCI was diagnosed in patients as neither normal nor demented, with acquired cognitive complaints (reflecting a marked
change in cognition as opposed to cognitive complaints that
already have been present for many years) and with objective
cognitive impairment on at least one conventional theorybased cognitive domain, but with preserved basic activities of
daily living [29]. In case information processing speed was
the only affected domain, this was not sufficient for a diagnosis
of MCI. Dementia was diagnosed according to the Diagnostic
and statistical manual of mental disorders-IV criteria [30].

2.7.

Statistical analyses

Differences in patient characteristics between the three
groups, i.e. screen-positive patients without objective
cognitive impairment, screen-positive patients with objective
cognitive impairment and the reference group (screennegative participants without cognitive impairment at the
memory clinic) were calculated with ANOVA for means,
Kruskal-Wallis tests for non-parametric data and v2 tests
for proportions, with a two-sided alpha of 0.05. Post-hoc
comparisons were performed using a single-sided alpha of
0.05. Differences between screen-positive participants and
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Table 1 – Patient characteristics.
Screen-positive T2DM
patients without
objective cognitive
impairment
n = 48

Screen-positive T2DM
patients with
objective cognitive
impairment
n = 47

Screen-negative
T2DM patients
without objective
cognitive impairment
n = 25 (reference
group)

P-value

Demographics
Gender,% men
Age, y
Educationa
MMSE
MMSE < 27d
TYM  39f
SAGE  14 h

29 (60)
77.0 ± 4.5
4 (3–5)
28 (27–30)
9 (19)
27 (56)
34 (72)

26 (55)
77.2 ± 5.2
4 (3–5)
28 (25 – 29)
18 (38)
29 (64)
34 (79)

15 (60)
76.3 ± 4.7
5 (4–6)
29 (29 – 30)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

0.87
0.73
<0.001b
<0.001c
0.001e
<0.001 g
<0.001i

Diabetes associated factors
Diabetes duration, y
HbA1c level,% (mmol/mol)
Use of oral antidiabetic agents
Use of insulin

8.8 ± 8.1
6.7 ± 0.91 (50.1 ± 9.9)
39 (81)
11 (23)

9.0 ± 8.2
6.8 ± 0.83 (51.2 ± 9.1)
35 (75)
14 (30)

6.0 ± 4.9
6.5 ± 0.53 (47.7 ± 5.8)
22 (88)
3 (12)

0.24
0.31
0.38
0.24

Diabetes associated complications
Retinopathyj
Peripheral neuropathyk
Nephropathyl

2 (4)
21 (53)
22 (46)

7 (15)
22 (61)
22 (47)

4 (16)
10 (48)
6 (25)

0.16
0.58
0.17

28.3 ± 3.9
36 (77)
38 (79)
32 (67)
9 (19)

29.5 ± 5.2
39 (83)
38 (81)
31 (66)
12 (26)

28.9 ± 4.2
19 (76)
20 (80)
14 (56)
6 (24)

0.46
0.67
0.98
0.63
0.75

5 (10)

13 (28)

2 (8)

0.04r

Vascular risk factors
BMI, kg/m2
Hypertensionm
Hypercholesterolemian
Smoking ever
Clinical manifest atherosclerotic
non-cerebral arterial diseaseo
History of strokeq

P-values highlighted in bold are statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Data are presented as mean ± SD, n (%) or median (interquartile range).
T2DM, type 2 diabetes; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, mini-mental state examination; TYM, Test Your Memory; SAGE, Self-Administered
Gerocognitive Examination; BMI, Body Mass Index.
a
Seven categories (1: Did not finish primary school, 2: finished primary school, 3: did not finish secondary school, 4: finished secondary school,
low level, 5: finished secondary school, medium level, 6: finished secondary school, highest level, and/or college degree, 7: university degree) [14].
b
Post hoc tests revealed that screen-positive participants with and without objective cognitive impairment did not differ with regard to
education. The reference group had the highest level of education compared to the screen-positive participants with and without objective
cognitive impairment.
c
Post hoc tests revealed that both screen-positive groups had a lower MMSE score than the reference group. Screen-positive participants with
objective cognitive impairment had a lower MMSE score than the screen-positive participants without objective cognitive impairment.
d
MMSE <27 is suggestive of cognitive impairment [41].
e
Post-hoc tests revealed that screen-positive participants with objective cognitive impairment had significantly more frequent an MMSE <27
than screen-positive participants without objective cognitive impairment.
f
TYM 39 is suggestive of dementia [10].
g
Post hoc tests revealed that screen-positive participants with and without objective cognitive impairment did not differ with regard to a TYM
39.
h
SAGE 14 is suggestive of dementia [11].
i
Post hoc tests revealed that screen-positive participants with and without objective cognitive impairment did not differ with regard to a SAGE
14.
j
Defined as self-report or a physician diagnosis.
k
Rated with the Toronto Clinical Neuropathy Scoring System (score  6 is indicative for neuropathy) [18,19].
l
Defined as estimated glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 [20].
m
Defined as systolic pressure >140 mm Hg or a diastolic pressure >90 mm Hg or use of antihypertensive drugs primarily for hypertension.
n
Defined as non-fasting cholesterol >6.2 mmol/L or self-reported use of lipid lowering drugs.
o
Defined as history of myocardial infarction or endovascular treatment of carotid, coronal or peripheral arterial disease.
q
Defined as a clinical history of stroke.
r
Post hoc tests revealed that the screen-positive participants with objective cognitive impairment had a higher occurrence of stroke than the
other two groups.
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Table 2 – Screen-positive patients with T2DM: Division of tasks into conventional cognitive domains and factors and profiles of cognitive impairment.
A. Conventional cognitive domain constructs
Memory

Information
processing Speed

Visuo-perception
and construction

Attention and
Working memory
executive functioning

Cognitive tasks

–
–
–
–

– ROCF - copy
– JLO

Screen-positive
patients (n = 95):
Impairment on
conventional
cognitive
domainsa,b

28/94 (30%)

– Digit SymbolCoding (WAIS-III)
– Stroop ColourWord Test - 1
– Stroop ColourWord Test - 2
– TMT – A
20/93 (22%)

– Letter fluency (A)
– Letter fluency (N)
– Category fluency
(animals)
– TMT B/A
– Stroop Colour
Word Test 3/2
7/93 (8%)

Factor – ‘‘Visual”d

Multi-domain
impairment

10/93 (11%)

18/95 (19%)

29/95 (31%)

Factor – ‘‘Executive”d

Factor – ‘‘Fluency”d

Single-factor
impairment

Multi-factor
impairment

– ROCF - copy
– ROCF (delayed
recall)

– Letter fluency (N)
– Category fluency
(animals)
– Digit span (sum of
forward and
backward) (WAIS-III)

– Letter fluency (A)
– Letter fluency (N)
– Category fluency
(animals)

21/92 (23%)

9/94 (10%)

8/94 (9%)

16/95 (17%)

23/95 (24%)

20/92 (22%)

– Digit span (sum of
forward and
backward) (WAIS-III)

B. Assumption-free principal axis factoring: re-clustering of tasks into factorsc
Factor – ‘‘Memory”d

Cognitive tasks

– RAVLT (immediate recall) – Digit Symbol– RAVLT (delayed recall)
Coding (WAIS-III)
– RAVLT (recognition)
– Stroop ColourWord Test - 1
– Stroop ColourWord Test - 2
– Letter fluency (A)
– Letter fluency (N)
28/93 (30%)
12/95 (13%)

Screen-positive
patients (n = 95):
Impairment on
factorsa,e

Factor – ‘‘Speed”d

RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; ROCF, Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure; WAIS-III, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test, 3rd ed; TMT, Trail Making Test; JLO: Judgement of Line Orientation.
Total numbers of participants vary because some tasks were not administered in some subjects.
b
Impairment on a conventional cognitive domain was defined as scores <5th percentile on normative values in at least 50% of the available tasks measuring that domain.
c
For principal axis factoring, actual test scores of the screen-positive patients were compared with a reference group. This reference group consisted of all screen-negative patients with no cognitive
impairment at the memory clinic (25 out of 32). See text for a detailed description.
d
Each factor yielded by PAF was named, according to the cognitive domain it was interpreted to represent.
e
Impairment on a factor was defined as scores <5th percentile on normative values in at least 50% of the available tasks comprising that factor.
a
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Factors –Principal
axis factoring
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RAVLT (immediate recall)
RAVLT (delayed recall)
RAVLT (recognition)
ROCF (delayed recall)

Single-domain
impairment
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the reference group in raw cognitive test scores and conventional domain scores (based on z-scores of the individual
tests) were calculated using ANCOVA, with age, gender and
level of education included as covariates. Regarding PAF, factor loadings >0.40 were considered relevant for interpreting
the factor. Factors with eigenvalues >1 (a measure of
explained variance) were considered for interpretation.

2.8.

Ethics

The Cog-ID study was conducted according to the principles
of the declaration of Helsinki and in accordance with the
Dutch law on Medical Research Involving Human Subjects
Act (WMO). This study was approved by the medical ethics
committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht, the
Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

3.

Results

Patient characteristics are presented in Table 1. All three
groups were similar with regard to age and gender. The
reference group had a higher level of education compared to
the screen-positive participants with and without objective
cognitive impairment. Both screen-positive groups had a
lower MMSE score than the reference group. Screen-positive
participants with objective cognitive impairment had a lower
MMSE score than the screen-positive participants without
objective cognitive impairment. Of note, 38% of patients with
objective cognitive impairment screened positive on the
MMSE, 64% on the TYM and 79% on the SAGE. More details
on the diagnostic properties of these screening tests has been
presented in the original Cog-ID paper [9]. By definition, none
of the screen negative patients had a positive screening test.
Diabetes associated factors and complications did not differ
between the three groups. Although not significant, screenpositive participants with objective cognitive impairment
had longer diabetes duration, higher HbA1c and more frequently used insulin than the other groups. The prevalence
of stroke was higher in screen-positive participants with
objective cognitive impairment, than in the other two groups
(P < 0.05). Vascular risk factors did not differ significantly. A
comparison of cognitive test scores of screen-positive participants and the reference group is presented in Supplementary
Table 1A. Mean differences in domain z-scores between
screen-positives and the reference group ranged from 0.26
to 1.36 (Supplementary Table 1B).
According to conventional diagnostic criteria, forty-seven
screen-positive participants (49%) had impairment on one or
more cognitive domains. Impairments were most often (70%)
found in other domains than memory, in particular information processing speed and visuoperception and construction
(Table 2). Memory was affected in one third of the screenpositive participants (Table 2). Twenty-nine screen-positive
participants (31%) had multi-domain impairment (Table 2).
PAF yielded a multicomponent solution, consisting of six
factors. Factor loadings of PAF are presented in Supplementary Table 2. Five factors could be interpreted as representing
cognitive domains and were named memory, speed, visual,
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executive and fluency (Table 2). Indeed, the data-driven
clustering of tasks into these five factors closely matched
the division of tasks comprising the corresponding conventional domains (Table 2). Impairment on ‘factors’ was similar
compared with impairment on conventional domains
(Table 2). The sixth factor yielded no meaningful interpretation and was discarded. Trail-making test A and Stroop Colour
Word Test 3/2 showed negligible factor loadings and were
therefore not incorporated into a factor.
Of the 47 participants with objective impairment, 36 (77%)
met criteria for MCI, three (6%) for dementia and eight (17%)
met neither diagnosis, due to a lack of complaints of acquired
dysfunction. Of the three patients with a clinical diagnosis of
dementia, two met the criteria for Alzheimer’s disease and
one for vascular dementia.

4.

Discussion

Patients with T2DM and objective cognitive impairment on
neuropsychological assessment had a heterogeneous cognitive profile. All tested domains could be affected and one third
of the patients had multi-domain impairment. Formal criteria
for MCI and dementia only captured five out of six patients
(83%) with T2DM and objective cognitive impairment, mostly
because some patients had impairment in the absence of
acquired cognitive complaints.
Patients participating in this study were recruited from the
general elderly population. Previous population-based studies
– not specifically in T2DM – compared occurrence of MCI subtypes, mostly comparing amnestic and non-amnestic MCI,
and found variable results [31,32]. A systematic review which
included nine population-based studies reported an
incidence of amnestic MCI subtypes (single-domain and
multi-domain) ranging from 9.9 to 40.6 per 1000 personyears, and an incidence of non-amnestic subtypes (singledomain and multi-domain) between 28 and 36.3 per 1000
person-years [33]. This is largely in line with our findings in
patients with T2DM. If anything, the proportion of patients
with non-amnestic MCI is even higher in T2DM. The nonamnestic MCI subtype is often associated with a vascular
etiology of cognitive impairment [34,35]. Indeed, there is an
association between T2DM and co-occurrence of other vascular risk factors as well as an increased risk for ischemic stroke
[36]. This is in line with our study, where screen-positive participants with objective cognitive impairment had a higher
prevalence of stroke.
Our study also shows that the domain constructs that are
commonly used to establish cognitive impairment are appropriate in patients with T2DM, as PAF yielded no novel patterns
of impairment, compared to conventional domain constructs.
As noted, all cognitive domains could be affected. This has
implications for both diagnosis and functional impact of cognitive impairment in T2DM. If the diagnosis is based on brief
assessment tools rather than a full neuropsychological examination these tools should cover different domains. Of note,
the MMSE even when a high threshold of <27 points was
applied identified only 38% of the patients with objective
cognitive impairment, which is likely due to the fact that it
is a memory and orientation focussed test. In that respect,
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the TYM and SAGE performed better, as reported previously
[9]. Hence, if more elaborate testing then the brief selfadministered SAGE and TYM tools is indicated, a test like
the Montreal Cognitive assessment (MoCA) would be a good
option, since it assesses a broader range of domains beyond
memory [37]. With regard to functional impact, several of
the commonly impaired cognitive domains in the patients
with T2DM concern a decreased ability to efficiently process
unstructured information, which would impact, among
others, complex diabetes self-care activities [38,39]. This
may lead to poor medication adherence and poor glycemic
control, with an increased occurrence of hypoglycemic episodes and an increased frequency of hospital admissions [38].
One out of every six (17%) of our patients with objective
cognitive impairment did not meet diagnostic criteria for
MCI or dementia, mainly due to the absence of cognitive complaints, or because cognitive complaints had already been
present for many years (i.e. could not be classified as acquired
cognitive complaints). Nevertheless, such impairments may
still affect diabetes management and are relevant to consider
in patient management. Finally, we observed that 48 (50%) of
the 95 screen-positive participants had no objective cognitive
impairment at the memory clinic. This proportion of participants with a false-positive screen is similar to what is
observed in studies on the accuracy of screening instruments
for cognitive impairment in primary care [40].
The main strength of the present study is the detailed
recording of cognitive functioning. Cognitive performance of
all patients was evaluated against Dutch reference values,
according to neuropsychological standards, to match diagnostic procedures in daily practice. Of note, level of education in
the screen-positive patients was lower than in the reference
group. This may have had some influence on the PAF. Yet,
domain constructs as identified through PAF were very similar
to the domains defined based on conventional criteria. A limitation is that the reference group for the PAF had a modest sample size. Of note, this limitation does not apply to the cognitive
profiles in the upper panel of Table 2 as that is based on large
Dutch databases of normative values. Another limitation that
may affect external validity of the results is that the participants had relatively good glycemic control, few used insulin
and the occurrence of diabetes associated complications was
relatively low. Rates and features of cognitive impairment
may be different in patients with worse control.
In conclusion, cognitive impairment in patients with T2DM
can affect various domains and this should be taken into
account in their assessment. Specifically, tests should also
address non-amnestic deficits in patients with T2DM suspected for cognitive impairment. Moreover, one out of every
six patients with T2DM and objective cognitive impairment
does not meet diagnostic constructs for MCI or dementia. However, also in these patients cognitive impairments are relevant
to address, as they may impact diabetes self-management and
other aspects of socio-occupational functioning.
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